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This is an interesting story. This is a tale of a lawyer who appears to have it all - the corner office,
the life style, the cars, females, ... Then he gives everything up and tours the East. While there he
results in this unusual monk and monastery. He tells him a parable; Yet he is challenged by the
monk who provides trained him to go back home and talk about the message he offers learnt, with
the West. then your rest of the book explains the parable and how it relates to different facets of
our lives. He involves live life in a much different method. Julian, our main personality, returns to his
old law firm and to his protégé John. The parable is quite simple and a little unusual but as it is
explained you won't ever forget it. This reserve could help increase the quality of your life to a new
level. Go through it to discover how a backyard, lighthouse, sumo wrestler, pink wire cable,
stopwatch, roses and a winding route of diamonds are symbols of timeless principles and virtues
where to live your life.
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 ! Seriously! After scanning this book, I realized that accompaniment doesn't include reading
probably the most books but locating the books that bring probably the most value to your life and
reading them again and again so you can find out and apply the principles in your lifestyle. That is a
race to learn to the most books. End up being happy in the moment and learn to love the journey
not the destination :) Move toward a positive peaceful life I acquired this book since it was the
reserve chosen for a publication club I participate in. reserve was in great condition Great book!
Easy Read, Fun Tale, Profound Ideas Easy to read. I wasn't sure what to expect but I finished up
loving this story! It is a tale that brings to bear "7 Timeless Virtues of Enlightened Living."Overall I liked
it quite definitely. The virtues triggered me to think about my own existence and where I'm attempting
to go. The ideas really aren't new if you follow Tony Robbins, Jim Rohn;I was expecting this book to
be above common, but I can't say that any information, along with the vocabulary, have resonated
with me. If you take these lessons to heart and employ them, your lifestyle can only just change to
become more fulfilling.. Not for you in case you are already familiar with self-awareness, self-
discipline, emotional cleverness, mindfulness, self-mastery, meditation, and such.The story is built
around the idea of a grasp teaching his 'protégé' about enlightenment...which could have already
been great. It's very easy to get swept up in the busyness of life that you your investment things
that truely matter and also have an impact.. it's as if the 'student' includes a very low level of
knowledge and cleverness - has he ever opened up a book? however, Robin Sharma did a
fantastic job presenting these tips and virtues in a fresh way.Although I did not learn anything new, I
have to admit that the writer has made the concepts highly accessible to all. Wisdom for the ages
As quite a while pupil of self-improvement, I found this book to bring the recipe for meaningful life
into a compact tale that clearly explains not only the ingredients for that life, but also just how to
combine them to create the happiness for which you have been searching. The symbolism in the
tale is well described and the steps are often grasped.Personally, I think it is a worthwhile read if
you are trying to improve their lives and the ones around them.Still an extremely nice read. I can't
believe I didn't go through this before. I was scared when I was going to start a job at a startup
(Crowdbabble) because I couldn't commit to anything in the past. This book provides beginner a
good foundation. It let me believe that failure is important but also not to compare myself to others
despite the fact that I knew that, the book really makes that apparent as an idea and a means of
life. It's all about bring the most value to enough time we have right here on earth. A great
discussion between a "reformed attorney" and his protege. For anybody attempting to change their
lifestyle and live a more positive life and move away from the detrimental so prevalent in today's
society this is an excellent story with great wisdom and practices to implement in your own
existence. great ideas for a great life! - by this I mean all his motivational books. Somebody who is
definitely a motivational speaker all over the world suggested them to me and I am gifting everyone I
understand. Do what he says and you will have a rewarding fabulous life.Among the best one could
ever read!!. A lot of known wisdom in a good story A very nice story with lots of great suggestions
explained in longer winded way, but with hardly any real software instruction. It explains properly the
why and what, but is certainly lacking the how. Stunning, inspirational and a must read Simply
among the best books you can read. Quick delivery. Rudimentary.. I'm reading the book multiple
period for the rest of the year plus a few others that I came across very useful in my person trip.
Took notes! Can review again. Powerful Weird that you could actually forget to live in the now,
definitely put things into perspective for me personally.. Robin Sharma I suggest everyone should
read the author Robin Sharma. Excellent Great book for someone who's starting his personal path
on personal advancement. This reserve has changed my entire life. Read it Good philosophy of life
book in good shape Nice price for publication that is in decent condition Can become a drag To



simplistic in articles and narration Great book with some eyeopening great habits I liked how the
book explains some of the good practices of leading a great life. It all makes sense by the end and
cant wait to start out implementing those practices and see where it will lead me. Must Read I
recommend this publication to all people who genuinely care about their life.. However.
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